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Talking Tees Valley Activity Pack

Toys and Games
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Welcome to another edition of the
Talking Tees Valley Activity Pack
Each month we use objects and photos from our museums
in the Tees Valley to take a closer look at the lives and
stories from people in our area.
This month, with Christmas just around the corner, we look
back at toys and games through the ages. From spinning
tops and jigsaws, to Meccano and Star Wars, there was a
lot of fun to be had.

A compendium of board
games, including snakes and
ladders, tiddlywinks, and ludo
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Toys and games have existed as far back as Prehistoric times –
they are important for children’s development and can hold
many memories.
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Early toys
Some of the earliest toys included marbles
and spinning tops. They were made from
natural materials, such as clay, wood and
glass, and could be handmade by anyone.

Dolls and Teddies
The first soft toys can be traced far back too with rag
dolls, which were made by children out of scraps of
fabric.
Margarete Steiff, a German seamstress, was the first
person to make and sell stuffed toy animals in 1880.
The Teddy Bear was made by
Steiff after seeing a cartoon of
Theodore Roosevelt, the
American President, refusing to
shoot a bear whilst hunting.
Roosevelt’s nickname was Teddy,
and these bears were named
Teddy’s Bear. Over time the
named changed to Teddy Bear.

“I have kept a teddy bear
that belonged to my
mother – it was a hand me
down from her cousin so is
over a hundred years old”.

Puzzle games
Puzzle games, such as jigsaws, tile puzzles and metal
ring puzzles test a person’s problem-solving and
cognitive ability. Some are also a pleasant way to spend
a quiet afternoon.
Did you know?...
The first jigsaws were maps of
the world with the different
countries cut into segments.
They were invented by a map
maker, John Spilsbury, to help
children learn geography.
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Building toys
Building toys like
Meccano, Bayko and
Minibrix gave children the
opportunity to make their
own buildings and towns.

Minibrix and Bayko came with interlocking pieces, giving children free rein to
build any kind of building they wanted.
Meccano was based on actual
engineering and you could build bridges,
construction rigs and trains.

Floral Garden was a buildyour-own garden toy which
came with grass, flowers and
even greenhouses and
ponds. It was first designed
by the William Britain
Company in the 1920s.

“My favourite toy was my Bayko
construction kit, from which I made loads
of houses, station buildings… I spent
many a happy hour playing with it”

Tin and lead toys
To populate your towns and cities, you
needed figurines!
Small figurines made of lead, and later tin
and plastic, were released and massproduced from the 1890s.
Figurines came in sets such as farm sets with animals, circus sets and
sports like racing and cycling.

As the Railway network developed throughout the county and trains
became a much more common sight, toy trains started to appear.
Similarly, toy cars began to appear around the 1900s along with the
production of automobiles.
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Some of the most well-known board games
have existed as far back as ancient times.
Snakes and Ladders was first created in India
around the 1500s and was only introduced in
England in 1892.
Ludo also originated from India in the 500 AD
and was known as Pachisi, before being
renamed ‘Ludo’ in England in 1896.
Did you know?...
The earliest gaming pieces ever to be
discovered were dice. Archaeologists
found 49 stone dice, which had also
been carved and painted, in a 5,000year-old grave in southeast Turkey.

TV and movie toys
Toys based on popular children’s TV
shows were first made in the 1950s. The
first characters to be made into toys
were from Sooty and Muffin the Mule.
As the years went on more TV shows
and movies had toy releases.
Among the most popular were Thunderbirds, Stingray and Star Wars.
Children could re-enact their favourite scenes,
some even brought their other favourite toys
into play and made new, exciting stories.

In 1981, a year after ‘Star Wars:
The Empire Strikes Back’ came
out in cinemas, a new range of
toys was also released, including
the AT-AT (All Terrain Armoured
Transport), which at the time
was one of the most expensive
toys sold.

“I used to play with my brother’s
Star Wars characters… many
deaths occurred in mud pits and
play dough traps. Luke was
once taken captive by my rabbit
Sooty – the bunny Sith lord”
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What is your favourite toy
or game?
Can you describe it?
Use the space here to jot
down your thoughts.
What does your favourite
toy look like?
Or how do you play your
favourite game?
You can also draw your
favourite toy or game in
the space down below.

If you would like to share your stories or contact us about the packs please e-mail
teesvalleymuseums@stockton.gov.uk
All images used in this pack are courtesy of Preston Park Museum and Grounds.
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